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Fifth edition of Grupa Azoty’s ‘We care for the Polish land’ lottery

Another edition of Grupa Azoty’s customer lottery, in which the grand prize is a John Deere 5075E tractor,
has just been launched. The aim is, among other things, to give farmers an opportunity to win one of the
over three hundred prizes as a token of appreciation for choosing Grupa Azoty fertilizer products.

Year by year, the lottery attracts a growing number of participants, with over 30 thousand entries to its latest
edition and a total of almost 950 prizes handed out to farmers over the past four years, including four grand
prizes being agricultural tractors.

‘We can see our lottery enjoy ever growing interest. Its straightforward rules induce farmers to register
documents confirming the purchase of our fertilizer products. The past editions have shown that everyone has
a chance to win, regardless of the volume of their fertilizer purchases. We encourage all those who buy fertilizers
choosing those with the Grupa Azoty logo to try their luck in our lottery. Entries will be accepted until April 30th,’
says Tomasz Hryniewicz, Vice President of the Management Board of Grupa Azoty S.A. and President of the
Management Board of Grupa Azoty Puławy.

In last year’s edition of the lottery, the grand prize, a John Deere 5058E tractor, went to Radosław from Orłowiny.
The prize was presented to the winner by Tomasz Hinc, President of the Management Board of Grupa Azoty S.A.,
and Piotr Żyła, the ski jumping world champion supported by Grupa Azoty on his way to sporting success. The
lucky winner had registered one purchase invoice for Polifoska 6 and Pulan fertilizers.

To take part in the lottery, a customer needs to buy a promotional product or products of Grupa Azoty for no less
than PLN 1,000 inclusive of VAT. The next step is to register the proof of purchase via
www.dbamyopolskaziemie.pl or by sending a text message to 70966 reading as follows: GRUPAAZOTY.cash
register receipt number or GRUPAAZOTY.invoice number.

The entry period for the ‘We care for the Polish land’ lottery and the period of promotional sale offers runs from
February 1st 2022 to April 30th 2022. In addition to the grand prize, the participants will have a chance to win: 300
x prepaid cards each worth PLN 1,000 and 3 x prepaid cards each worth PLN 10,000.

For more details on the lottery, its rules and the list of promotional products, visit www.dbamyopolskaziemie.pl
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